
Proofreading Answers 
The immune system is, in a nutshell, what keeps us free from sickness.  It produces cells 

which find and neutralise invasive pathogens. 

Some cells (produced by the innate immune system) are the first responders to diseases and 

infections, but aren’t highly effective [16].  Others (produced by the adaptive immune 

system) actually remember specific pathogens, and then develop a specialised response 

which they use if they encounter that same pathogen again [16].  Our bodies really are 

amazing! 

Our diet comes into play because producing all these cells requires the proper nutrients.  If 

our immune system is ‘activated’ (when we get sick or infected), it uses even more energy 

than normal [16].  That’s why it’s so important to eat well and healthily – if you’re low on 

energy or missing essential nutrients, you’re much more likely to get sick. 

Vitamins A, B6, C, D and E, copper, folic acid, glutamine, iron, selenium and zinc are the 

most important vitamins and minerals for supporting your immune system – they each play 

a different role in combating pathogens [15, 17].  Protein is also critical for maintaining a 

good immune response, and is particularly necessary for the cells of the adaptive immune 

system [14]. 

 

Commented [MG1]: In this instance, this adjective clause 
should be moved outside of the flow of the sentence with 
commas to clarify its intended meaning. 

Commented [MG2]: If you changed ‘which’ to ‘that’, you 
would be correct. 

Commented [MG3]: This is a dependent clause, so it 
should be placed in commas or parentheses.  If left as is, it 
would imply that both types of cells are produced by the 
adaptive immune system.  

Commented [MG4]: ‘Than’ is correct. 

Commented [MG5]: A semi-colon or dash would be 
correct; the exercise contains an example of comma splicing. 

Commented [MG6]: Missing square bracket. 

Commented [MG7]: ‘Critical of’ means to criticise.  
‘Critical for’ means ‘important for’.   


